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Although those who use horseless carriages for
pleasure rather than mere transportation turn
them to account at all seasons of the year, interest In this form of sport exp<ri< n<< ia marked
stimulus In the spring. The roads are in better
condition then than in winter, and the attracThe
tions of the landscape are much greater.
harvest of the automobile manufacturer, therefore, has now begun once more.
With rare exceptions, those who go bowling
over country roads and through parks In this
class of vehicles are either possessors or prospective purchasers. A few bouses let automobiles without a driver. Just as livery stable keepers in the country hire out horses and buggies,
but they do so reluctantly, and only where the}
are confident that the man understands how to
manage the machine and is otherwise trustworthy. But the great majority of chauffeurs
actually own their automobiles, and have taken
lessons both in tin ir construction and operation.
In the quickness with which men an! women
learn to manage these machines there is a great
People who already have a little
difference.knowledge about machinery acquire proficiency
more rapidly than Others. The manufacturer of
an automobile, or rather the house which sells
It, sends an expert out with the buyer for two
or three Jong runs. Most people master the art
of managing the vehicle In a day or two, while
some need three. Again, one is likely to discover
tilings, after the first few days, which he did not
note when they were first explained to him
Hence, experience is necessary to put the final
touches on the chauffeur's education. While he
Is securing that experience, he Is likely to make
Makers
ft number of rather foolish mistakes.
have sought to design their machines so as to
fender them "fool proof." Hut that is practically impossible. After all, a certain amount
of caution and common sense Is requisite In this
form of sport, just as In driving spirited horses
or in yachting.
One of the most common errors of the novice
is to develop, or try to develop, Injudiciously
Perhaps unwittingly,he swings his
high speed.
lever over to apply the full force of his propel
electric motor, gasolene engine
ling mechanism
once,
or i. am engine, as the case may be all
instead of beginning gently and going faster by
degrees, as a locomotive engineer does. This is
iflie la at a standstill and
a risky performance.
has a pretty heavy load of live freight, he may
injure the machinery at the very Outset, and be
compelled to postpone his diversion for a day

¦fresh stock Witt It
or two. All of which Is vexatious, and. if one will be lucky !f he se« UTi I
boiler
a Inn; trar!,;v a: 1 without :.imaging his
mortifying also.
guests,
Invited
has
Perhaps
the most
Even when speed baa been developed gradu- SO thai it will leak badly.
chauffeurs
to the Inexperi- common piece of negligence of which
ally, it may he embarrassing
to lubricate the beaiingl of
is
failure
guilty
likely
is
are
city
streets
be
enced driver. In crowded
and other bits of rare
to tin! himself In a "buttonhole." as bicyclers th'- machinery. These
v., sa r.suU In great Inconvenience, if not in
call it a pocket from which there is no escape I.
They are not to U
damage to tJ-.. machine.
without running up or the sidewalk.
la.— d with punctured tires, worn cogs clogged
Again, until one has acquired a little practice
p ely act kdental and unh«- is \u0084!.,.. Hi nun to apply his Irak.- too Impetu- carburet' rs and other
table troubles. The ovn i ol an automoWhen a
ously, and often with startling results.
therefore, should a< t Into the habit ol devehicle that is running at the rate of tift<-> n or bile,
ci his
a f. «. minute^ to the mspectioa
twenty mil*» an bum is stopped abruptly Inside voting
every day it ia in use, and hold that
of a few feet, somebody If pretty sun to take machine
Inspection before he starts rather than out oa
a "header." The chauffeur himself is not easily
where, for reasons
that he dot
unseated, but the chance* :.r.- that his com- the road,
immediately suspect, h-> is obliged to interrupt
panion will pitch more or less gracefully over
the dashboard anil bite the dust. Such an ex- his run.
life, or
perlence is not necessarily destructive to
LAV\CHI\t, t >' BM •¦/.•/ \/..
even Injurious to limb, but it is eminently undignified, and usually makes sad havoc with
AN ENGLISH PAPER SUGGESTS THAT SMAI.t.
one's raiment.
CRAFT OF THAT KIND BE CARRIED
happens
when
brakes
thing
sometimes
Another
atop
ON BATTLESHIPS.
applied
vigorously.
The
wheels
will
are
too
rotating, but the momentum of the vehicle will
The United States. Franco and some other nacarry it forward over the pavement, neverthe- tions have already experimented with submarine
less. Simultaneously, the carriage may execute torpedo boats, but until recently Great Britain
a waltz movement in consequence of the rear has regarded such craft with scepticism and
part beir:g heavier than the front. Nobody is contempt. Now, however, she is building a few
hurl by the performance, and disinterested spec- for test purposes, and in consequence the topi
tators are sure to be amused.
: it few people is one of great popular Interest in the "ri.uht
the public little,
are bo philanthropic as to ent<
tight little isle."
in this manner Intentionally.
'The King" stimulates public curiosity conput
brakes
are
on
sliding
of wheels when
The
cerning boats of this type by picturing one of
too vigorously is a phenomenon with which the the situations in which they are likely Hi be
locomotive engineer soon becomes acquainted. found. Years ago some torpedo boats, for surHe thus learns that the efficiency of a brake is face running only, were made small enough to
not in direct proportion to the firmness with be carried on a battleship. They were meant to
which it presses the wheel, lnt* in an- inverse be launched only temporarily, when their serratio. In putting on brakes, as in turning on vices were required. It is possible, of course,
power, one should begin gently. In rare in- that a
submarine may bo handled In the same
stances, a neglect of this policy not only fails to way, if not
too big. And probably those nowproperly,
but it being built by Vickers' Sons & Maxim for
check an automobile's progress
also ruins the brake, and runs up a nice little bill John Bun come within the limit.
for repairs.
Turning a corner at high speed
when the
KXGLIBU < ¦/."•»» \> \\l> t'LOIiISS.
pavement is slippery as wet asphalt is pretty
!¦"!..in The i•oad< a < Thi wide.
sure to bo at all seasons— is another feat which
The coming Issue of the new coins, for the \u0084i.-the novice usually attempts once.
He sel- verse
ol whiec the King has sat. is a favorable
again.
opportunity
dom does it
to withdraw from cireuJatloa either
The scare which he
the
florin
half crown, preferabrj the bitter.
gets
leaves a lasting Impression: on his Prom the or
similarity m atse ol these two coins
mind, even if he does not hurt himself or his
|'r..l> iMy the florin is more
man] disputes arise.
machine. The natural tendency of a heavy and in favor by reason >¦!' Us heaut> and lightness.
::. • •
rapidly moving object is to stick to the f":rse The issue ol the silver Boris only <!.ti
IM'.t,
name i< a iv\ivilol that oi the gold
on which it has started.
One is very lucky, florin, us
said to havi lu-cn first issued :it Floreaci
therefore, if in turning carvers quickly he does
whence its name In the thirteenth century.
against
ta
not find himself
the further curbstone and
have been current overaU Europe hi tht
fourteenth and Bfteentli centuries. An English
or on the sidewalk of the cross street before he gold
tl'iin was issued in the reign of Edward
knows it.
111. and. a.. ¦; lum t.> Camden, was in l.'.'.T
The novice is responsible for sins of omission the value of s,\ shil'inv.s. The silver half crown
COWS pie.es were first issued
m the si\as well as commission.
He forgets to tillup Ms and
teenth century. None were ruined in IMS. a ,id
gasolene tank Ii fore starting, and comes to a they w.
gradually withdrawn from circulation.
n
standstill in a piece of 'woods, live miles from hut the coinage of half crowns was bej;un auaiti
the nearest village. Or, if steam is his motive in l-^Tt. The issue of the silver crowns was
recommended
IS>7. in which year the tloublt
power, he may be so careless as to take an in- florin was firstii'coined.
The latter is. rarelj met
sufficient supply of water. In such a. case he 1 with now.
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TIIK TSANG-I'o.
'<

IT IS THE HIGHEST OF ALLNAVIGABLE

STREAMS. AND ITS OUTLET IS NOT
DEFINITELY KNOWN.
Prom The National Geographic Magazine.
The Tsans-Po is in several respects the most

remarkable river in the world. It is the highest
of all navivrable streams, ilowing for nearly a
thousand miles at an elevation of from 11,000 to
l-1.000 feet During II greater part of it3
course, its current is sluggish, but for a hundred
miles or more the mighty river, in its descent
to the coast plain, runs with the speed of a
mountain torrent. Though one of the largest oC
Central Asian streams, it has never been followed from its source to its mouth, and until
recently it was doubtful of which of two m I
known rivers it was the head waters. The attempts to solve its mysteries have been attended
with an almost unparalleled heroism, endurance,
.steadfastness
and self-sacritice.
For the principal explorers of the TMHBI t have boen animated, not as those who sought the fountain
spring of the Nile, by the hope of the world's
applause it their success— that was denied them.
but for a simple daily wage and the consciousness of loyalty to duty.
The physical history of the T-.i:-._-r Is briefly
this: it ri>--. s in the extreme southwestern corner of Thibet, dose to the sources of the Ganges,
the Indus and its great affluent, the Sutlej. at a
height -•!' nearly l."V,000 feet.
Receiving the
drainage of the slopes of the Himalayas and of
a little known Thibetan range running parallel
with these mount
it soon becomes a stream,
wide and deep enough to be navigable. There is
a considerable boat tratlic upon it. at an elevation but little below the summit of Mont Wane
it Hows due east for some eight hundred miles,
receiving numerous large tributaries from both
south and north, and when near Lhasa it is, at
low water, nearly a third of a mile wide and
twenty feel deep: in flood, two miles wide and
of
unknown depth. In longitude 'M degrees east it
makes a sharp bend to the south and parses
through the Himalayas in a course known only
to the savages who dwell upon its precipitous

—

banks.

When last seen by an explorer it is at a height
of from S.OOO to 11,»KH) feet, but when it emerges
in Assam it is only 400 feel above sea level.
From this point it pursues its sluggish way for
another eight hundred miles as the Brahmaputra
to the Ganges and the Kay of Bengal. Th.
has
bees, a long controversy, into the details of
which it Is not necessary to enter, as to whether
the Irawadi or the Brahmaputra is the continuation of th. Tsang-Po. Though there has been
as V' i no direct evidence th. last expedient of
throw
in marked logs in Thibet having failed
-the general consensus of scientitlc opinion is
hi favor of the Brahmaputra, and the latest
English gazetteer describes it under this tarn.-.
it is hardly to be expected that pure science
will be much benefited by the lifting of the
veil which hangs over Usa part of the river's
course. But there can be little doubt that it
hides scenes of magnificent beauty and grandeur
which will thrill th, expectant World and give
it new and nobler conceptions of the sublimity
of nature.
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SO IT WOULD SEEM.
News.
"That waiter girl," the poet said
Unto the regular boarder,
"Isn't what I'dcall a ready ma!«i
because she's maid to order."
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